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INTRODUCTION

229
The group difference in the effect of contingency remained significant even when 230 considering only medicated OCD and controls (group OCD medicated, Controls ×contingency, 231 F 4,176 =4.107, p=0.003) or only unmedicated OCD and controls (group OCD unmedicated, Controls 232 ×contingency, F 4,132 =2.628, p=0.037). There were no between-group effects nor interactions 233 that depended on medication status in OCD patients (all p > 0.1) ( Figure S1 ).
234
We recorded the number of presses made within each 1-s time bin and did not detect a 235 difference between groups in the number of additional number of responses within each bin 236 (those beyond the first such response, which had behavioural effects). 'Additional' 
237
292
This indicated an altered, non-linear relationship between causality judgments and response 293 rate in patients and represents a formal demonstration of the differential and blunted use of 294 action-outcome knowledge to modulate behavior in patients, also supported by patients' 295 reports ( Table 2) 
312
and that key pressing did not make a difference. The majority of controls did not press the 313 key. In contrast, more OCD patients continued to press the key. Subjective accounts for 314 behavior adopted also differed, with the majority of controls giving as a reason that pressing 
344
Similarly, we observed a marginal effect for increased responding when ∆P=0.0 ( Figure 3A) .
345
Therefore, we calculated a ratio-score for blocks for which the action-outcome relationship 346 was contingent (ΔP=0.6, P(O|A)=0.6, P(O|~A)=0.0, Block 10) and then completely degraded 
371
To test the effect of repetition in the development of habits, we computed the ratio score for 
397 398
Absence of depressive realism in OCD. Previous (Figure 3) , very likely as a consequence of enhanced S-R habitual tendencies (Figure 4) . In 
552
Therefore, this evidence suggests that adaptive behavior depends on a fine tuning and 553 coordination between the two systems, which probably go awry in OCD patients.
554
By contrast with classical theories predicting development of habits due to repetition over 
671
Check on experienced contingency. In order to compute the experienced contingency for 672 each subject for a given block, we recorded (i) the number of contingent outcomes (rewards 673 delivered upon key press) (C1); (ii) the number of times that a key press was not associated 674 with the delivery of an outcome (C2); (iii) the number of non-contingent outcomes (rewards 675 delivered in the absence of a key press) (C3); (iv) the number of times that there was no key 676 press and no outcome delivered (C4). We thus computed the experienced contingency 
